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the times top 10 bestseller shortlisted for the wainwright prize drowned buried by sand decimated by plague plunged off a cliff this is the forgotten history of britain s lost cities ghost towns and vanished villages our shadowlands a beautiful book truly original it is a marvellous achievement ian mortimer author of the time traveller s guide to medieval england well researched beautifully written and packed with interesting detail claire tomalin an exquisitely written moving and elegiac exploration suzannah lipscomb consistently interesting green s passion and historical vision bursts from the page summoning up the past in surround sound and sensual prose cal flyn the times author of islands of abandonment historian matthew green travels across britain to tell the forgotten history of our lost cities ghost towns and vanished villages revealing the extraordinary stories of how these places met their fate and exploring how they have left their mark on our landscape and our imagination shadowlands is a deeply evocative and dazzlingly original account of britain s past an eloquent tour of lost communities pd smith guardian a haunting lyrical tour around the lost places of britain charlotte higgins author of under another sky a miraculous work of resurrection stinging in a perpetual present iain sinclair author of the gold machine beautifully written sunday times startling financial times splendid the herald compelling history today excellent the spectator fascinating daily mail accomplished caught by the river outstanding mirror
Hello, Shadowlands 2018-06-07

reads like a thriller you can’t put down megha rajagopalan china bureau chief buzzfeed news ensures you’ll never think about southeast asia in the same way ever again geographical magazine essential to understanding southeast asia in the 21st century hello shadowlands reveals a booming underworld of organised crime across a region in flux a 100 billion trade that deals in narcotics animals and people and the staggering human toll that is being steadily ignored by the west from myanmar’s anarchic hills to the swamplands of vietnam jihadis are being pitted against brothel workers pet thieves against vigilantes and meth barons against christian vice squads hello shadowlands takes a deep plunge into crime rings both large and small it also examines how china’s rise and america’s decline is creating new opportunities for transnational syndicates to thrive focusing on human stories on both sides of this crime wave the acclaimed bangkok based broadcaster and journalist patrick winn intimately profiles the men and women of the region who are forced to make agonizing choices in the absence of law

The Shadowlands of Conduct
2005-03-29

although the linking of ethics and politics may seem more like the ingredients for a comedian’s monologue it is a sober issue and one that affects every american especially when it comes to state politics where the cynical might say ethics
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can never survive to find examples of the latest corruption du jour all one has to do is turn to the newspaper or switch on the local newscast think illinois and new jersey scandals have been ubiquitous since the beginning of the republic but it wasn't until 1954 that ethical self regulation began to move legislatively beyond bribery statutes to address deeper issues those which in new york governor thomas dewey's words skulked in the shadowlands of conduct rosenson begins her exploration with that moment when new york became the first state to enact a general ethics law setting standards and guidelines for behavior unforgiving and illuminating she examines the many laws that have been enacted since and the reasons that many of these law came into being it is crucial to the functioning of a democratic government to understand how and why ethics laws vary across legislatures and it is surprising to discover that many states have become far more stringent than the u s congress in laws and regulations using both qualitative historical sources and rigorous statistical analysis rosenson examines when and why from 1954 to the present legislators have enacted ethics laws that seem to threaten their own well being among the economic political and institutional factors considered that have helped or hindered the passage of these laws the most consistent was pure scandal abetted by the media to have good government one must be able to trust it and this book can help all citizens understand and find their way out of the shadowlands into the light
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I'm Not One To Gossip, But...
2016-07-14

From an embarrassing encounter with Jim Callaghan and his impressive member in the gentlemen's toilet of the Savoy Hotel to the time he was almost throttled by Angela's Ashes author Frank McCourt, John McEntee's career has been nothing if not colourful. After reporting on the IRA terror campaign while a correspondent for the Irish Press, John soon found his home on London's gossip circuit with one ear always on the alert for scandalous remarks and titillating tidbits of conversation. John was launched into a world of endless cocktail parties, book launches and openings first as the author of the Mail's spiky Wicked Whispers gossip column and then as what turned out to be the last ever William Hickey columnist on the Daily Express glamour and celebrity.
encounters aside whoever said the job of a gossip columnist was easy has obviously never had to pick up the bill at el vino after a drunken kingsley amis has spent the afternoon working his way through the whisky menu gloriously entertaining and wonderfully indiscreet john mcintee s enchanting autobiography is a veritable goldmine of anecdotal gems from one of the true denizens of fleet street
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**Let Me Play the Lion Too**

**2015-01-15**

how do you prepare for your first day on the set why might a bad audition lead to a good job offer how should you research what's the effect of a long tour on your love life can you have a glass of wine before a matinee what's the difference between transitive and intransitive corpsing what is stage fright in michael pennington's highly personal guide and memoir there are sections on rehearsals on television then and now on who does what on a film set on the disciplines and rewards of musical theatre and five directors discuss why the scenery is better on radio disability and racial bias in the theatre are discussed and we sometimes hear from other younger voices who are following parallel paths infectiously enthusiastic both conversational and profound let me play the lion too draws on the author's fifty years of experience to celebrate the deadly serious sometimes hilarious often misunderstood but infinitely enriching life of a professional actor
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The Forests of Silence (Deltora Quest #1) 2012-10-01

the international bestselling series returns for a new generation with a fresh look and bonus content from the legends of deltora the evil shadow lord is plotting to invade the land of deltora and enslave its people all that stands against him is the magic belt of deltora with its seven stones
of great and mysterious power in secrecy with only a hand drawn map to guide them two unlikely companions set out on a dangerous quest determined to find the lost stones and rid their land of the shadow lord they struggle toward their first goal the sinister forests of silence

**Early Inuit Studies 2016-02-16**

this collection of 15 chronologically arranged papers is the first ever definitive treatment of the intellectual history of eskimology known today as inuit studies the field of anthropology preoccupied with the origins history and culture of the inuit people the authors trace the growth and change in scholarship on the inuit eskimo people from the 1850s to the 1980s via profiles of scientists who made major contributions to the field and via intellectual transitions themes that furthered such developments it presents an engaging story of advancement in social research including anthropology archaeology human geography and linguistics in the polar regions essays written by american canadian danish french and russian contributors provide for particular trajectories of research and academic tradition in the arctic for over 130 years most of the essays originated as papers presented at the 18th inuit studies conference hosted by the smithsonian institution in october 2012 yet the book is an organized and integrated narrative its binding theme is the diffusion of knowledge across disciplinary and national boundaries a critical element to the story is the changing status of the inuit people within each of the arctic nations and the developments in national ideologies of governance identity and treatment of indigenous populations this
multifaceted work will resonate with a broad audience of social scientists students of science history humanities and minority studies and readers of all stripes interested in the arctic and its peoples
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Who Bombed the Hilton?
2016-04-01

i unpick and put in chronological order thousands of pieces of paper lay out the facts as they arrived the first time
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unadorned uninterpreted flying in from dozens of sources and every corner of the world what really went on were the police corrupt did the conspiracy theorists believe what they wanted to believe who did bomb the hilton on 13 February 1978 a bomb exploded outside the hilton hotel in George street Sydney two garbage collectors and a police officer were killed often called the first act of terrorist murder on Australian soil the crime is still unsolved award winning filmmaker and historian Rachel Landers wrestles with the evidence to unravel this complex cold case in forensic detail exposing corruption conspiracy theories and political intrigue and a prime suspect Rachel Landers who bombed the hilton is a terrifying tale written with sparkling good humour and panache Landers takes a tatty fractured saga of the horrific terrorist attack in the heart of Sydney and backed by remarkable research she brings it to life she makes of it a testament to the victims and the investigators as well as a warning to us in our own age of terror as we struggle with terrorism and with the danger of damaging our democracy by our measures to counter it we do well to remember this story of the one who got away Anna Funder
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